INTRODUCING AN ALL NEW EVALUATION WEB APPLICATION!

**Flexible**

- Use KSDE-developed Instructional Practice Rubrics and/or locally-developed rubrics
- Web App can host custom rubrics for School Psychologists, Speech Pathologists, Nurses, Counselors, Classified Staff, etc.
- Work on any section at any time
- Attach artifacts and evidence—including local forms or walk-through documents

**Supports On-Going Process**

- Veteran evaluatees can input evidence across school years, building comprehensive portraits of instructional practice and student growth
- Targeted feedback on each step of the process
- Open-ended discussion thread for documenting the dialogue

**Time-Saving**

- Receive email notifications when new information has been submitted
- Reduce training time with all employees on the same system
- Submit reports to KSDE with one click
- Copy self-assessment and goals from previous evaluation to continue in a new evaluation cycle
- Track Educator Evaluations Cycles as required by statute
Easy to Use

- Stream-lined, modern interface is easy to use
- Designed to respond to your screen size—use on computers, tablets or phones
- Supported with extensive set of concise training videos

Provides Data

- Use the reporting features for buildings and districts to look at trends and aggregates of rubric ratings, selected goals and student growth measures

Transparent

- All observations, feedback, discussion, artifacts and completed screens are date and time stamped when submitted or unsubmitted

Cost-Saving

- Free for all Kansas districts and schools
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